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ABSTRACT
E-Banking has transformed banking activities with an increasing use of card system for transactions, ATMs and electronic payment channels leading to a reduction in cash transactions, which has given prompt growth of e-banking. India, with its proven ability to adapt technology, has already started seeing the emergence of electronic cash as a medium of exchange. Technological developments have shaped a new type of economy, which many call as the ‘digital economy’. This emerging economy is bringing with it rapidly changing technologies and new forms of businesses and service delivery channels such as e-banking. This research paper is designed to analyse the relationship and impact of e-banking services on productivity of public and private sector banks. E-banking services like ATM on-site, ATM off-site, credit cards and debit cards are used to check the impact of e-banking services on productivity of different bank groups of public and private sector banks. The results depicted that e-banking services reflected a high impact on productivity in case of a public bank group than that of the private bank group.
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